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Abstract— e-KATCH (Kangra Application for Tracking 
Chunav) - Web application and Web view for the purpose 
of election expenditure monitoring - a novel initiative of 
District Kangra for the Himachal Pradesh Assembly 
Election 2022. One of the most important aspects of 
election monitoring is Expenditure monitoring which is 
paramount for a free and fair election. Since the Election 
Expenditure monitoring machinery works directly under 
the DEO, it is imperative that a monitoring tool be placed 
in a position to supervise the functioning of all the 
expenditure monitoring teams. The e-KATCH platform 
serves as a monitoring tool that enables the DEO and other 
authorized personnel to supervise and manage the 
activities of these expenditure monitoring teams 
effectively. This system helps in ensuring that candidates 
and political parties adhere to the election expenditure 
limits set by the Election Commission. It enables real-time 
monitoring of expenses, provides data analysis and 
reporting features, and facilitates transparency in the 
electoral process.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Kangra is the largest district in Himachal Pradesh and has 15 
Assembly constituencies that are spread over a vast area. The 
conduct of elections in such a large number of constituencies 
simultaneously is challenging for the District Election Officer 
and his various teams at the district level. In District Kangra in 
the HP Assembly election 2022, a total of 45 Static 
Surveillance teams (3 per constituency) have been put in place 
in the district for establishing check posts and randomly 

checking vehicles for detecting any unauthorized movement of 
cash, liquor, drugs, arms, explosives, bullion and other items.  

 
Fig 1 First Screen of the Application 
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These teams are required not only to report any illegal items 
but also to report details of the vehicles searched and the 
places where nakkas (check posts) are established. Similarly, 
45 Flying Squads (3 per constituency) have been detailed in 
the district who attend to all model code of conduct violations 
and other related complaints and attend to all complaints of 

 
Fig 2 Entry Screen of the Application 

 
threat, intimidation, movement of antisocial elements, liquor, 
arms and ammunition and a large sum of cash for the purpose 
of bribing of electors, etc. In addition, 30 Video Surveillance 
Teams, 15 Video Viewing Teams, and 15 Accounting Teams 
have been constituted which are tasked with maintaining a 
shadow observation register and folder of evidence for the 
expenditure incurred by each contesting candidate. These 
teams are beside the teams of Excise Departments and Police  
authorities to monitor Cash, Seizure of various items like 
Gold, Silver, Arms, Drugs, Liquor, explosives, and other 
intoxicants, manning of inter-State Nakkas (Check Posts), and 
distillery management during the election period. 
 

II. BACKGROUND 
Previously, all this work was done manually using paper 
pen/pencil and the Magistrate of the SST/FST used to send the 

Daily Activity report to the D.E.O. with a copy to R.O., S.P. 
and Expenditure Observer, General Observer, and Police 
observer. Similarly, the Excise authorities and police officials 
used to send their daily reports to the DEO with a copy to their 
respective District and State heads. Monitoring the election 
expenditure in each constituency, and collecting the various 
reports was proving to be a daunting task. It was observed that 
many times, the reports would not reach in time and hence it 
was very difficult to monitor the various aspects of election 
expenditure and activities like seizures of illegal and 
unexplained goods/cash, expenditure done by candidates on a 
daily basis, expenditure on rallies, where the various nakkas 
(check posts) were put in the district, etc.  
 

III. ONLINE PROCEDURE 
The online e-Katch application has been developed to digitize 
these expenditures and streamline search and seizure processes 
related to elections. It covers the entire process of monitoring 
at the field level and ensures online reporting in real-time and 
without any delay and also provides data analysis and 
reporting features, and facilitates transparency in the electoral 
process. The e-Katch application also provides the DEO with 
an option to directly call any team member through the 
application. This eliminates the need for storage of the 
individual contacts of all the team members. The time frame 
for which the reports can be generated is also customizable 
and can range from the entire duration of MCC to as low as 
one minute. 

 
IV. METHODOLOGY 

To digitize the election expenditure monitoring and ensure 
that the details with regard to work done by various EEM 
teams in all assembly constituencies ranging from putting 
nakkas (check posts) at various locations, acting on MCC 
complaints by FST teams, Suo moto inspections, seizures by 
various teams of EEM, excise, and police, recording of 
expenditure of rallies, the movement of liquor from distilleries 
and other election-related expenditure by the candidates, etc. 
the idea of e-KATCH application came about. At the outset, 
the various reports which are required to be submitted by 
teams were scrutinized and reports of the last elections were 
called for analysis. It was observed that these reports ran into 
pages and there were significant gaps in reports from various 
teams, in the sense that many of the teams had not submitted 
the data timely. The mandate of each of the teams was studied 
in detail and improvisation was made, wherever required in 
reports, for instance, a ‘District/Constituency at a glance’ 
report. Based on the requirements of the teams, modules were 
developed. As many as 8 modules were developed namely – 
FST, SST, MCC, Excise, Police SHO Level, Police Naka, 
Observer, GST, and Rally modules. The software has been 
prepared in .NET framework with SQL server as a back end 
technology.  
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Fig 3 Constituency-wise seizure report 

 
Logins have been created for the various teams to feed their 
data. All SST, FST, MCC, VST, Excise, and Police teams 
enter the data of any type of Seizure, Vehicle Inspection, 
Event data, and expenditure data of political candidates, and 
any other event on the e-Katch application. For a particular 
item like cash, the seizures made by the various teams were 
algorithmically collated at the back end and item-wise reports 
can also be generated. The detailed data entry including the 
names of persons checked and the number of vehicles 
searched is also fed into the system and is available to view in 

the detailed reports of the application. Logins have also been 
created for all stakeholders namely - the CEO, observers, DEO 
and his nodal officers, and DIG/SP for real-time monitoring. 
There are more than 300 users using this portal in the district. 
Using the e-Katch application, all monitoring teams are able to 
see their data directly from the field level using their own 
logins. This has obviated the need to send the data to 
Observers/DEO office/ SP manually, as they have their logins 
so they can get all the reports  

 

 
Fig 4 Constituency-wise vehicle search report  
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pertaining to their constituencies at the click of a button on 
their mobiles/desktops. In the Rally module, the items and rate 
list as fixed by the DEO have been pre-fed in the application 
and the VVT teams have to enter only the quantity against the 
item and rates will be calculated automatically which is very 
useful during the expenditure monitoring meeting with 
political parties. The data entered by these teams is being 
monitored at various levels. There are various reports for the 

Chief Election Officer, District Election Officer, General 
Observers, Expenditure Observers, Superintendent of Police, 
Excise Office, Assistant Expenditure Observer, Returning 
Officers, and various control rooms established at different 
places in the district. In addition, customized reports have 
been generated for the DEO and observers. The DEO and 
observers have also been  

 

 
Fig 5 Active Check Posts at different locations report 

 
given a report to view the check posts established by the SST 
teams in real-time so that they can inspect their work with an 
element of surprise as well. There are reports on the dashboard 
of the District Election Officer for monitoring various Nakkas 
(check posts) at different places in real time. The Dashboard 
of the District Election Officer (DEO) includes real-time 
reports on various Nakkas (check posts) located at different 
places. These reports provide valuable insights into the 
activities and movements observed at these check posts during 
the election. The real-time monitoring allows the DEO and 
other authorized personnel to stay updated on the situation and 

take necessary action promptly. In addition to facilitating 
expenditure monitoring, the e-KATCH system provides 
customizable reporting features that allow the generation of 
reports for various time frames. Alternatively, reports can be 
generated for a shorter duration, even as low as one minute, 
depending on the specific monitoring requirements. By 
offering customizable reports and real-time monitoring 
capabilities, the e-KATCH system enables the DEO and 
relevant stakeholders to have a comprehensive view of 
election-related activities, expenditure patterns, and adherence 
to regulations. 

 

 
Fig 5 Customized report 
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V.  RESULT 
The e-Katch application has proved to be very useful for 
monitoring, and compilation of data in a speedy way, for 
greater transparency, and for ease of monitoring of election 
processes. This has ensured great ease not only on the part of 
monitoring by the DEO office and Observers; but also has 
helped the various teams in maintaining the data in an efficient 
and hassle-free manner. By digitizing the process, e-Katch 
software eliminates the need for paper-based reports, leading 
to a significant reduction in paper consumption. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
It has eliminated the need for printing more than 15-20 
thousand papers during the election period only for   District 
Kangra resulting in reduced expenditure for election 
management. This not only saves resources but also has a 
positive environmental impact, making the process more 
sustainable. It has also been felt that the EEM teams have also 
become more vigilant as they are aware that they are being 
monitored in real-time and hence it has increased the overall 
efficiency of the entire expenditure monitoring system. 
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